This paper is a short description of a small extension of STAGEZ, providing possibilities to copy comments etc. from the source text to the generated text. The description presupposes familiarity with the STAGE2 system: its purpose, use and descriptions, like [l] to [9]. Only section 3 of this paper requires knowledge of the internal structures and and that section is unnecessary for the plain use of the described feature.
INTRODUCTION *
The following is a short description of a small extension of STAGE2, providing possibilities to copy comments etc. from the source text to the generated text. The description presupposes familiarity with the STAGE2 system: its purpose, use and descriptions, like [l J to [9] . Only section 3 of this paper requires knowledge of the internal structures and working of the system, and that section is unnecessary for the plain use of the described feature.
The extension, if not used, is completely invisible to the user: NO rules, as doscribed in the original litterature, are changed, A user, unaware of the extension, will see no difference from the original version.
THE FLAG LINE
As described in [l], the input material for any translation by STAGE2 starts with I) cotlection of macros, defining the correspondence between the source language of input (program) text following the macros, and the target language. In the very beginning of the input material, however, and pteceeding the macros, is a so-called FLAG LINE. This line, terminated by carriage return, defines the character set used. If the character following immediately after ), i.e. in position 13, is not a carriage return or space, the flag line will be considered "extended", effecting the copying of comments, as l xplainod in section 2.2.
2.1.
Contrary, if the character immediately following ) is carriage return or spa& (the latter relevant for punched cards), the flag line is considered "normal", and nothing is changed, with respect to uso or the appearance of the generated text.
Extended Flag Line.
With a simple extension of the flag line, one can specify that comments in the source text shall be copied over 'to the generated text lines. By "comments" is here meant strings of characters, other than spaces, following the source end-of-line flag, before carriage return or end of line. As required by assembler or other systems program, to be used for later processing of the generated text, comments in the generated text should usually begin with a special delimiter, after which the remainder of the line will be considered as comments and neglected by the assembler (or post-processor). One ofteir used symbol for this purpose is ; but any single character can be used, since this is to be specified on the extended e flag-line. An example of an extended flag-line can look like:, .~$#0,(+-*e/)8 tab tab ,""i where y here symbolizes one space character, and tab symbolizes one "tab".
The first 12 characters are unchanged. Further along the line is typed the comment delimiter, which here is ; , in the position where it is to appear in the generated lines. The comments will be inserted in the generated first line, immediately following the delimiter, such that any tabulator or space characters in front of the comments in the source text will be suppressed, and substituted by tabulator and space characters as necessary to place the delimiter and comments in the proper place on the line. Also, if the source line comments begin with the delimiter character (following possible leading tabs and spaces), this delimiter is suppressed, to give only one delimiter character. Delimiter characters later on the line will be copied normally, however. By "first line" is here meant the first of the the group of lines generated by one macro, i.e. the group of lines corresponding to the source line. The first character following ) (i.e. in position 13) in the flag line should, be an integer, in the range 1 to 9, specifying W = the number of spaces equivalent to one tabulator. The next character should be the tabulator character ("tab"). Following this, comes any number of more "tabs" (may be zero), followed by any number of spaces, which can also be zero. Tabs and spaces can not be mixed.
More concisely: If the number of concecutive tabs in the flag line is k, followed by j spaces, the ,comment delimiter will be placed in position number:
where : symbolizes integer division, discarding remainder.
The integer 13 originates from the thirteen leading characters on the line, before the first tab. As a matter of fact, one can simply forget the formula and just put the comment delimiter in the proper position along the line.
If the generated string, before comments, extends beyond the position specified for start of comments, the comments will start immediately after the generated string. To summarize, the character positions along an extended flag line have the following significance:
Pos. 
DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS IN STAGE2
The modification of STAGE2, necessary to record extended flag-line and provide copying of comments, consists of 3 parts:
1.
Extension of the first part of STAGE2, reading the flag line. 2.
Modification of the line input routine. 3.
Modification and extension of the routine that outputs characters to the line buffer, Part 1 is close to the beginning of STAGE2, part 2 is around the label LOC 03, and part 3 is at LCC 57. The modifications are shown in the enclosed listings, on the following pages. The modifications are .
distinguished from the original parts of the program, by the use of small letters for comments. Also, the new or modified lines are not finished with the word STG2, which indicates original program text. The . semicolon, introducing each comment, is superfluous here, it is merely included due to a habit of the author. The listings included here are only extracts of the program, showing the modifications and their surroundings. By comparison with a complete listing of the original text, it should be fairly simple to spot the places where the modifications are made. The modified program-text partly explains itself, through the comments included, A couple of further details to note are, however:
The set of registers of the simulated FLUB machine is extended with 6 more triples: FLG, VAL, and 
APPENDIX
The follewing pages comprise:
1.
Extracts frdm listings of STAGE2, in FLUB. 2.
Example: Macros for translation from FLUB to assembly for PDP-10 3.
Extracts from PDP-10 assembly version of STAGE2, extracts corresponding to item 1 above, as translated with macros, item 2. PTR I = 9 -7. ; put out comment-de1 imi ter LOC 0c.
'; loop for output of remaining string GET AA = AA.
; get first char. TO ;_'E IF VAL AA NE A.
; eliminate possible "source EOL-f lag" LOC 2D.
; loop for output remainder (comments) GET AA = AA.
; get next character LOC 2E. Ct1AR = VAL AA.
; put out the character TO 0F IF FLG AA = 1.
; STG2  STG2  STG2  STGZ  STG2  STGZ  STGZ  STG2  STG2  STG2  STG2 APPENDIX 2: Example: Macros for translation from FLUB to assembly for POP-10
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